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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE PIEZO OSCILLATOR AND AUXILIARY

GENERATOR FOR CALIBRATION OF A RADIO FREQUENCY METER.

1. General

The piezo oscills.tor when used in connection with the
continuously variable radio frequency generator gives a method
of checking or completely calibrating a radio frequency meter
(wavemetcr j_. The piezo oscillator will produce any one of
throe frequencies, fixed by the dimensions of the quartz plate
used. The electron tube circuit in which it is connected give
numerous harmonics for each fundamental frequency. The auxil-
iary generator which is continuously variable can bo adjusted
to any frequency and will likewise give a series of harmonics
for each fundamental frequency to which it is adjusted.

The interaction of a frequency from the piezo oscillator
with a corresponding frequency produced by the auxiliary gen-
erator gives a beat note which may be heard in a pair of head
phones in either circuit. The auxiliary generator may then
be adjusted to zero beat, i.e. to the exact frequency of the
piezoc'Csoillator. This frequency can then be transferred to
the frequency meter. The harmonics present in the piezo
oscillator circuit and auxiliary generator make it possible
to obtain a large number of points. Any frequency present
in the piezo oscillator can beat with a corresponding fre-
quency present in the generator and so give a frequency
point which is directly related to one of the fundamental
frequencies of the piezo oscillator.

2. Operation of the Auxiliary Generator.

The connections of the batteries, coils, and phones are
indicated on the panel of the auxiliary generator, tho elec-
tron tube being turned on by means of the rheostat knob. The
milliammetor indicates the current flowing in the grid cir-
cuit of the electron tube and shows whether or not the fila-
ment is lighted. Tho seven coils and the condenser cover
the frequency range, 12$ to 12,000 kilocycles, tho approximate
frequencies for tho various settings of tho condenser dial
being indicatod on the curve supplied with oach coil. To
produco a given frequency tho connections are mado as in-
dicatod, tho proper coil selected as shown on tho curve
bhooto and plugged in to the sockets narked "coil.” When
tho filament is turned on the circuit will generate a fre-
quency corresponding to the condenser setting. The frequency
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can then be varied within the Units of the coil by changing
the pcoiticn of the condenser, When the auxiliary generator
is producing the higher frequencies it will be found that
bringing the hand near the condenser dial will change the fre-
quency, This can be avoided by using the extension handle
provided.

3* Transfer of a Frequency from the Auxiliary Generator
to the Frequency Meter.

To transfer a frequency from the auxiliary generator to
the frequency meter (wavemeter) the coils of the two circuits
should be coupled rather closely. The frequency meter conden-
ser should then be varied slowly while watching the grid
current milliammeter on the auxiliary generator panel. When
the frequency meter is adjusted near resonance to the generator
the reading of the grid current milliammeter will start to de-
crease, reaching a minimum deflection at exact resonance. The
coupling between the frequency meter and auxiliary generator
should then be reduced so that the decrease of the grid current
is only a few divisions. The setting of the frequency meter
condenser for the exact point of minimum deflection nor corres-
ponds to the fundamental frequency produced by the auxiliary
generator. If the auxiliary generator is adjusted to zero
beat with the piezo oscillator or other source of radio fre-
quency, the beat note should be observed during the adjustment
of the frequency meter and the coupling kept loose enough not
to change the beat note during the adjustment.

The current flowing in the frequency meter circuit when
tuned to resonance will not usually be sufficient to operate
the resonance indicator of the instrument. Since in some
cases this adjustment of the indicating circuit may change
the calibration of the frequency meter the setup of the fre-
quency meter and indicating instrument must be the same dur-
ing calibration as when in use.

4. Operation of the Piezo Oscillator.

The connections are made as indicated on the panel, the
electron tube being turned on by means of the rheostat knob.
The milliammeter indicates the plate current flowing. Three
fundamental frequencies can be produced (approximately, high
450 kc, medium IO5 kc, and low 75 kc) the exact frequencies
being given in the certificate which accompanies the quartz
plate and piezo oscillator. To produce the 4^0 kc frequency,
the coil with the smaller number of turns is plugged in the
socket marked "coil,” the quartz plate holder plugged into
the sockets marked ” quartz plate," the switch set on F, and
the filament rheostat turned on. The condenser dial is then
turned slowly , starting from zero, until the plate current
suddenly decreases, shown by a sudden decrease in the reading
of the milliammeter. The circuit is now producing the highest
frequency of the que.rtz plate (approximately 450 kc) and its
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harmonics. It can be used as described below. The condenser
setting for the highest frequency is given on the certificate
accompanying the quartz plate.

To produce the two low frequencies the coil is changed to
the one having the greater number of turns. Starting with the
condenser dial at zero and the switch on F, the plate current
will be found to be smaller than normal. If the dial is turned
slowly there is a further decrease in the plate current, in-
dicating that the circuit is producing the medium fundamental
frequency (approximately 105 kc) and its harmonics. If the
dial is slowly turned further, the plate current is still fur-
ther reduced until at a certain dial setting the plate current
suddenly returns to normal but may be instantly reduced again
without turning the dial further. This indicates that instead
of the 105 kc fundamental, the quartz plate is supplying the
low fundamental frequency (approximately 75 kc) . If the dial
is turned so as to increase the dial reading, the plate current
will be reduced further until suddenly the plate current goes
hack to normal, when the piezo oscillator is no longer sup-
plying a radio frequency. The dial settings for the medium and
low frequencies are also given in the certificate accompanying
the quartz plate. These dial settings are important in dis-
tinguishing which fundamental frequency is being supplied by
the quartz plate.

It will be observed that the dial setting for the medium
fundamental (lOp kc) is somewhat critical in that if the dial
is turned too far, the low frequency fundamental will be brought
in. Typical condenser settings for the three fundamentals are
45O kc, 55 with small coil; 105 kc, 17 with large coil; 75 kc,
75 with large coil. The lowest frequency may also be obtained
at a setting of 20, with the large coil; hence care must be
taken not to confuse the two lower frequencies. Changes in
condenser setting will not change the frequency of the quartz
plate unless the dial is near one of the critical points of
the scale, but the plate current may be changed considerably
which may alter the strength cf the beat note produced be-
tween the piezo oscillator and the auxiliary generator. It
may be necessary to tap or shake the quartz plate slightly in
order to start oscillations.

5 • Method of Calibration, of a Frequency Meter ( ffavemeter)

The arrangement of the apparatus for the calibration of a
frequency meter is as shown in Fig, 1, attached, which likewise
gives the schematic diagrams of the circuits used. If only one
pair of phones is available they may be transferred as required
from the piezo oscillator to the auxiliary generator. The binding
posts marked "phones" must either have phones connected or be con-
nected together by a piece of wire.

The piezo oscillator is adjusted to give its low fundamental
frequency (with the larger coil in and the condenser adjusted to
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rive the decrease in plate current for the highest c-ondenter
setting). The coll which includes 75 he- is^lngsed.'-lEita--the
auxiliary generator and the -condenser set~t-a .give .approximately'

75 he. The piezo oscillator and auxiliary generator coils are
placed so that the coils are a few inches apart . While listen-
ing with the head phones connected in the -piezo oscillator cir-
cuit the condenser of the auxiliary generator is varied slowly
hack and forrh until a beat note is heard. Beat notes nay be
hoard at several settings of the auxiliary generator condenser,
but no difficulty will be found in determining the setting for
the frequency cf 75 kc when the approximate calibration of the
auxiliary generator is used. The beat note produced by this
frequency of the auxiliary generator will be much louder than
the beat note produced by any other frequency. The generator
condenser is now adjusted to the point of zero beat. As this
condenser is turned continuously the pitch decreases, disap-
pears and reappears again as an increasing pitch. The point
at which the pitch disappears is the region of zero beat. The
auxiliary generator is then producing exactly the same . frequency
as the piezo oscillator. This frequency should be transferred
to the frequency neter as described in section 3 above, and
gives the first point in the calibration.

The next point to obtain is the second harmonic of the
piezo oscillator (approximately 150 kc) . The piezo oscillator
is left adjusted as before and the coil including 150 kc plugged
into the auxiliary generator. The condenser is set to a fre-
quency corresponding to I50 kc and as before, adjusted to zero
beat. This frequency which is two times the exact frequency of
the low fundamental frequency of the piezo . oscillator quartz
plate as given in the certificates, is transferred to the fre-
quency meter as before. The third, fourth, etc. harmonics of
the piezo oscillator are similarly selected. The piezo oscil-
lator is then adjusted to its medium fundamental frequency and
the procedure repeated. It is again repeated with the high
fundamental frequency. When adjusting the auxiliary generator
to zero beat, at the higher radio frequencies, if the beat note
changes when the hand is removed from the auxiliary generator
condenser dial, the extension handle should be used when making
the adjustment

.

To obtain points on the frequency meter of a lower frequency
than the fundamentals of the piezo oscillator the phones are
transferred to the auxiliary generator circuit and the piezo
oscillator adjusted to give its high fundamental frequency
(45O kc) . The auxiliary generator is then set approximately
to one-half the frequency (325 kc) and adjusted to zero beat.
The frequency of the auxiliary generator which is now exactly
one-half the high fundamental frequency of the piezo oscillator
is transferred to the frequency meter. This is repeated for
V3» l/5> otc. The process is then repeated for the other
two fundamental frequencies of the piezo oscillator.

From the points already obtained it should be possible to
draw calibration curves for the frequency meter. It may be
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found, however, that there a,re several regions of unjCje.xtain.ty,
i.e., where calibration points are w Liely -sepaamriifi&.—The use of
so-called fractional harmonics will give points in any region
of the curves. This consists of using the beats -between har-
monics of the piezo oscillator and harmonics of the auxiliary
generator. If jt is the fundamental frequency of the piezo oscil-
lator which is being used and F the fundamental frequency of the
auxiliary generator which gives zero beat, then

af = bF

where a and b are integers (l, 2 , 3 >
etc.)

For example, to obtain one of these points, adjust the
piezo os.cilla,tor to give the low fundamental frequency, 75 kc.
Set the auxiliary generator to give 50 kc and adjust to zero
beat. The second harmonic of the low fundamental of the piezo
oscillator (2 x 75 ~ 15^) is beating with the third harmonic of
the fundamental of the auxiliary generator (3 x ^0 = I 5O) . Then

2f f 3F

F = 2/3f

The fundamental frequency of the auxiliary generator is trans-
ferred to the frequency meter and is exactly 2/3 the low funda-
mental frequency of the piezo oscillator. This can be repeated
for any combination of harmonics using any one of the three fun-
damentals of the piezo oscillator. The phones should be in the
circuit which is producing the higher harmonic. In some cases
there may be some uncertainty what harmonics are producing the
beat note. However, with the approximate calibration of the
auxiliary generator available it will be usually possible to
identify them. In case an error is made it will be obvious
when the point is plotted with the. others on coordinate paper.
It will probably only be necessary to use fractional harmonics
for the lower frequency range of the frequency meter. Such
values as 3/ltf, 2/31, 2/5t, 5/Ki, V30 3/2f, 5/3f, ?Af, etc.,
may be useful.

General information on piezo electric oscillators is con-
tained in the following references:

Piezoelectric crystal resonators and crystal oscillators
applied to the precision calibration of wavemeters. By G.W.
Pierce Proc. American Academy Arts & Sciences, pp. Sl-106,
Oct., 1933 .

New methods for maintaining constant frequency in high
frequency circuits (abstract). By W.G.Cady. Radio News, J_,
P.392, N0v., 1921.

A piezoelectric method for generating electric oscillations
of constant frequency (brief abstract). Bv W.G.Cady. Physical
Review, 1£, pp. 331- 382 ,

April, 1922 .
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The quartz crystal oscillator { explanation' of theory and.

application of dependable frequency control)— -By J3,BJ£c,Gk>wn*
Radio (San Francisco), pp.29-31, July, 1925.

Oscillating crystals. By H.S.Shaw, QST, 7, pp« 30-33

>

July, 1924.
' - "

Oscillating crystals for waveneter calibration. By R.G.
Harris, Radio News, 5., p.l4lS, April, 1924,

The piezoelectric oscillograph. By C.B.Bazzoni.
Radio News, 2., pp, 14-2-143, August, 1925*

The quartz oscillator. By E.Mallet and 7, J. Terry.
Wireless World and Radio Review, 16 , pp.630-636, June 24, 1925-

The piezoelectric effect in composite Rochelle salt crystals
By A. McL. Nicolson. Proc.A.I ,E ,E . , ll, pp.1315-1333, Nov., 1919

Attached: Figure 1.

Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C.
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Summary of ^Directions for Use of the Piezo Oscillator and

Auxiliary Generator for Calibration of a Radio

Frequency Meter. "

Fundamentals of piezo oscillator are approximately: low,

75 kc; medium, 10 5 kc; high, 4-50 kc. (The actual fundamental
frequencies are given in the certificate which accompanies the
quartz plate).

1, Obtaining point s of higher frequencies than fundamont al

s

.

(Phones in piezo oscillator circuit) e The specific values
hofokilo cycles here given are approximate and illustrative,

a. Adjust piezo oscillator for low (175 he) fundamental.
Set auxiliary generator for 75 he and adjust to zero beat.
Transfer frequency from auxiliary generator to frequency
meter. Point on frequency meter - low fundamental of
piezo oscillator.

b. Leave piezo oscillator at low fundamental. Set auxiliary
generator for 150 kc and adjust to zero beat. Transfer
frequency from auxiliary generator to frequency meter.
Point on frequency meter = two times low fundamental of
piezo oscillator.

c. Leave piezo oscillator at low fundamental. Set auxiliary
generator to 3 x 75 ( ~ 225) j

4- x 75 ( ~ 300) ;
etc. Transfe

frequencies from auxiliary generator to frequency meter.
Points on frequency meter =
four times low fundamental,

d. Adjust piezo oscillator for
Repeat a, b and c.

e. Adjust piezo oscillator for
Repeat a, b and c.

2. Obtaining points of lower freqi

three times low fundamental,
etc.

medium ( 105 he) fundame nt al .

high (4p0 kc) fundamental,

xencies than fundamentals

.

(Phones in auxiliary generator circuit)

.

a. Adjust piozc oscillator for high (450 kc) fundamental.
Set auxiliary generator to 225 kc and adjust to zero beat.
Transfer frequency from auxiliary generator to frequency
meter. Point on frequency meter =1/2 high fundamental
of piezo oscillator.

b. Leave piezo oscillator at high fundamental. Set generator
to 450/3, 4-50/4-, etc. and adjust to zero beat. Transfer
frequency from auxiliary generator to frequency meter.
Point on frequency meter = 1/3, 1/4, etc. high fundamental
of piezo oscillator.
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c. Adjust piezo oscillcator for nediun fundamental frequency.
Repeat a and b of this section,

d. Adjust piezo oscillator for loir fundamental frequency.
Repeat a and b of this section.

*£. Obtaining intermediate points ( “fractional harmonics w
) ( See not

(phonos in circuit giving higher harmonic)

.

a. Adjust piezo oscillator to low fundamental frequency.
Sot auxiliary generator to 5

0

he and adjust to zero beat.
Second harmonic cf piezo oscillator beating vrith third
harmonic of auxiliary generator. Transfer frequency from
auxiliary generator to frequency meter. Point on frequency
meter = 2/3 low fundamental frequency of piezo oscillator.

Repeat for other combinations of harmonics for this and
the other two fundamental frequencies.

Note:- Paragraphs 1 and 2 will probably give a sufficient number
of points for satisfactory calibration curves. Paragraph
3 gives a method of filling in doubtful regions of the
curves.
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